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Manual stapling gun “Rapid 153”

Our manual stapling gun Rapid R153 is almost a professional tacker for

various applications in the home but also suitable for light and medium craft

work. This tacker is same in construction like our tacker Rapid R23, but is

designed for other staples.

It is a durable tacker for fine wire staples and suitable for securing thin

materials such as fabric, paper and labels and other tasks that need only

short staples, using fine wire staples Nr. 53 with 4 – 8 mm leg length.

Our tacker is made of steel for recoilless and comfortable work. With this

tacker you already buy a semi-professional tacker for your hobby

applications.

Details:

Staples: 53/4 + 53/6 + 53/8

Weight: 530 g

Manual stapling gun “Rapid 23”

Our manual stapling gun Rapid R23 is almost a professional tacker for

various applications in the home but also suitable for light and medium craft

work. It is a durable tacker for fine wire staples and suitable for securing thin

materials such as fabric, paper and labels and other tasks that need only

short staples, using fine wire staples Nr. 13 with 4 – 8 mm leg length.

Our tacker is made of steel for recoilless and comfortable work. With this

tacker you already buy a semi-professional tacker for your hobby

applications.

Details:

Staples: 13/4 + 13/6 + 13/8

Weight: 530 g

Manual stapling gun “Rapid 33”

Our stapling gun Rapid 33 is a high quality tacker fro fine wire staples and is a

professional tool for the exacting user. More than 100.000 actuations are

possible. For even more comfortable work, the impact force is adjustable,

especially when using long staples, the maximum setting is useful for the

operator.

This stapling gun is very suitable for securing textiles, canvas, leather,

posters, netting, labels, etc.

Details:

Staples: 13/6 + 13/8 + 13/10 + 13/12 + 13/14

Weight: 820 g

Details:

Staples: 53/6 + 53/8 + 53/10 + 53/12 + 53/14

Weight: 820 g

Manual stapling gun “Rapid 353”

Our manual tacker Rapid353 corresponds in the construction to the stapler

Rapid33, however, this stapling gun uses the most popular staples 53 instead

of the staples 13.

The stapling gun Rapid 353 is a very versatile tacker for many professional

applications, like the fixing of labels, textiles, leather and more. The robust

construction of this stapling gun allows more than 100.000 actuations and

works completely recoilless for comfortable operations. Spare parts are also

available.
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The stapling gun REGUR 23 is a sturdy all metal tacker with an easy load an

high capacity staple magazine. Its padded grip and the transport safety lock

make this tacker very comfortable to use.

We recommand this stapling gun especially for decorations and upholster

work and for various house applications like fixing ceiling panels, room

panels or parquet floor. The staple 13 / 37 is available in various leg lengths

from 4 to 10 mm.

Details:

Staples: 37/4 + 37/6 + 37/8 + 37/10

Staples: 13/4 + 13/6 + 13/8 + 13/10

Manual stapling gun Regur FT23
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Stapling gun

Manual stapling gun “Regur 53”

The stapling gun REGUR 53 is a sturdy all metal hand tacker with an easy load

and high capacity staple magazine. Its padded grip and the transport safety

lock make this tacker very comfortable to use.

The tacker REGUR 53 uses the wide spread staples Nr. 53 with different leg

lengths from 6 to 10 mm. This staple is a real alround staple for various

applications.

Details:

Staples: 53/6 + 53/8 + 53/10

Stapling gun “Takkurat 44”
The manual stapling gun Takkurat 44 comprises four different tackers in only

one device. Our staple gun comes in a sturdy all metal construction with a

padded handle for comfortable use. The easy-load staple magazine and its

high staple capacity ease the use of this tacker additionally. The impact

power is adjustable to the different staples and brads.

This tacker is a professional tool for various applications. You can fix labels,

panels, insulation foil, roofing sheets, cardboard and corrugated fiberboard

with the staples Nr. 11/140 and cables up to a diameter of 6 mm with the

cable staple 36. Beside that, you can also use brads and pins for furniture

work or wooden work of any kind.

Details:

Staples: 140/6 + 140/8 + 140/10 + 140/12 + 140/14

Staples: 11/6 + 11/8 + 11/10 + 11/12 + 11/14

Cable staples: 36/10, 36/12 and 36/14

Brads: REGUR Brads Nr. 12 with 14 mm leg length
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Our manual stapling gun T-37 is a special tacker for plastic staples. The

opportunity to use plastic staples, which are rustproof and resistant to

weather and UV, allows many new applications.

With this tacker, you can easily label or mark wood, lumber, timber and other

wooden prodcuts without any damage to the wood due to a rusting staple.

Another major advantage is that the tools like saws and blades cannot be

damaged. This tacker is the best solution, whenever rusty staples should be

avoided.

Our manual tacker T-37 comes with a fully nickle-plated metal construction

for strong performance. The comfortable bottom refill system and the

transport safety lock enhance the comfortable working. This stapling gun

works without recoil, the impact power is adjustable.

Details:

Staples: Plas 10, Plas 13

T pencils: Plas T9, Plas T13

Stapling gun “T-37”
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The Rapid R28 is a rugged, all-steal professional tool for fast and safe

installation work. This staple gun uses cable staples Nr. 28 to fix low-voltage

cables of maximum 50V up to a diameter of 4.5 mm.

The sturdy construction allows more than 100.000 actuations, spare parts

are available. The impact force is adjustable for recoilless operation. The

panteted cable guide minimeses the risk of damage to cables.

Details:

Staples: 28/8 + 28/9 + 28/10 + 28/11

Cable tacker “Rapid 28”

Our tacking gun MP10 is a tacking gun for metal and plastic staples. You can

use both kind of staples up to a length of 10 mm.

Advantages:

Plastic staples are rustproof and resistant to weather

suitable for labelling and marking wood

does not destroy saw blades and planes

�

�

�

Staples:

Plastic staples: T-37 H10 (10 mm leg length)

Metal staples: 11/6 - 11/10 (140/6 - 140/10)

Tacking gun MP10

You can use our plastic staples in both tacking guns T-37 and MP10.

The staples are available as follows:

T-37 H7: 7 mm leg length

T-37 H10: 10 mm leg length (1000 staples / box)

T-37 H13: 13 mm leg length (900 staples / box)

T-37 T9: 9 mm leg length (1500 pins / box)

T-37 T13: 13 mm leg length

Plastic staples and T-pins
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Hammer tacker Nr. 11

Our hammer tacker REGUR 11 is a very strong and reliable hammer tacker

made of steel.

This tacker uses staples 11 and 140. These flat wire staples are used for

insulation and roofing materials as well as for any foil applications. The Regur

11 can take full length staple strips and uses staples with a leg length of 6 to

10 mm.

Applications: insulation foil, roofing materials, plastic sheeting, fixation of

labels, ...

Staples & applications:

Staples: 140/6 + 140/8 + 140/10

Staples: 11/6 + 11/8 + 11/10

Our hammer tacker REGUR 19 is a very strong and reliable hammer tacker

made of steel. The construction is the same as our hammer tacker Nr. 11 but

uses the staples nr 13 / 37.

Using fine wire staples Nr. 13 / 37, this hammer tacker is more suitable for

harder wood as the staples require less power. However, please not that fine

wire staples are not so suitable for foil and insulation material due to the

lower thickness. The Regur 19 can take full length staple strips and uses

staples with a leg length of 6 to 10 mm.

Staples & applications:

Staples: 37/6 + 37/8 + 37/10

Staples: 13/6 + 13/8 + 13/10

Applications: plastic sheeting, fixation of labels

Hammer tacker Nr. 14

Our hammer tacker REGUR 14 is a very strong and reliable hammer tacker

made of steel with an extra automatic safety catch. It has an ergonomical

grip and is a convenient rear staple loader.

This tacker uses staples 11 and 140, these flat wire staples are used for

insulation and roofing materials as well as for any foil applications. The Regur

14 can take full length staple strips and uses staples with a leg length of 8 to

14 mm.

Staples & applications:

Staples: 140/8 + 140/10 + 140/12 + 140/14

Staples: 11/8 + 11/10 + 11/12 + 11/14

Applications: Insulation foil, roofing materials, plastic sheeting, fixation of

labels, cardboard, textiles, ...

Hammer tacker Nr. 54

Our hammer tacker REGUR 54 is a very strong and reliable hammer tacker. It

has an ergonomical grip and is a convenient rear staple loader.

This tacker uses staples 11 and 140, these flat wire staples are used for

insulation and roofing materials as well as for any foil applications. The Regur

14 can take full length staple strips and uses staples with a leg length of 8 to

14 mm.

Staples & applications:

Staples: 140/8 + 140/10 + 140/12 + 140/14

Staples: 11/8 + 11/10 + 11/12 + 11/14

Applications: Insulation foil, roofing materials, plastic sheeting, fixation of

labels, cardboard, textiles, ...

Hammer tacker Nr. 19
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Hammer tacker Regur 20

Our hammer tacker REGUR 11 is a very strong and reliable hammer tacker

made of steel.

This tacker uses staples 11 and 140. These flat wire staples are used for

insulation and roofing materials as well as for any foil applications. The Regur

11 can take full length staple strips and uses staples with a leg length of 6 to

10 mm.

Applications: insulation foil, roofing materials, plastic sheeting, fixation of

labels, ...

Staples & applications:

Staples: 140/6 + 140/8 + 140/10

Staples: 11/6 + 11/8 + 11/10

The hammer tacker Regur 28 is a tacking tool for professional users and

heavy duty appliations.

Automatic saving catch

Steel construction with ergonomic grip

Comfortable bottom refill system

For staples 140/8 - 140/14 mm

�

�

�

�
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Professional hammer tacker for heavy duty applications

Hammer tacker Regur MP28

Our hammer tacker REGUR 14 is a very strong and reliable hammer tacker

using both metal and plastic staples.

Made of steel with ergonomic graip

Automatic safety catch

Convenient rear staple loader

For metal and plastic staples

For any foil application, roofing and insulation work

�

�

�

�
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Staples & applications:

Staples: 140/8 + 140/10 + 140/12 + 140/14

Staples: 11/8 + 11/10 + 11/12 + 11/14

Applications: Insulation foil, roofing materials, plastic sheeting, fixation of

labels, cardboard, textiles, ...

Hammer tacker Regur 28

Staples & applications:

Staples: 140/8 + 140/10 + 140/12 + 140/14

Staples: 11/8 + 11/10 + 11/12 + 11/14
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Top stapler “Robox BH 19-35”

The top stapler Robox BH is a handy, inexpensive but powerful carton stapler

for secure closing of corrugated fiberboard lids. It has an adjustable clinch

control so that you have full control of the depth penetration. According to

your requirements, the following clinch depths are adjustable:

Our carton stapler ROBOX BH is most suitable for one- and two-layer

cardboard boxes or corrugated fiberboard.

Staples:

Carton staple JK 560-15, JK 560-18

Carton staple B 5/8”, B 3/4”

Crown width: 35.0 mm - 0.9 x 2.3 mm

Capacity: 100 staples

Weight: 1200 g

Top stapler “Robox AH 19-32”

Staples:

Carton staple JK 561-15, JK 561-18

Carton staple A 5/8”, A 3/4”

Crown width: 32.0 mm - 0.9 x 1.9 mm

Capacity: 100 staples

Weight: 1200 g

Our top stapler Robox AH 19-32 is very similar to the Robox BH 19-35 but

uses slightly smaller staples.

This manual carton stapler is most suitable for one- and two-layer cardboard

boxes or corrugated fiberboard.

Top stapler “Robox BA 19-35”

The Robox BA 19-35 is a pneumatic top stapler for frequent stapling. This

professional tool is highly competitive and is most suitable for secure closing

of corrugated fiberboard boxes and cartons.

The Robox BA has an adjustable clinch control so that you have full control of

the depth penetration. According to your requirements, the clinch depths are

adjustable.

Staples:

Carton staple JK 560-15, JK 560-18

Carton staple B 5/8”, B 3/4”

Crown width: 35.0 mm - 0.9 x 2.3 mm

Capacity: 100 staples

Weight: 2500 g
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Pneumatic top stapler “Robox BA 22-35”

The pneumatic top stapler Robox BA 22-35 is suitable for closing tripple-wall

cartons where staples with a leg length of 22 mm are required.

The body itself is made out of a special aluminium for high durability. This

heavy duty stapler is extremely robust and solid for most intensive work.

The Robox BA 22-35 comes with an adjustable clinch control.

This air

operated carton stapler work virtually effortless and eliuminates operator

fatigue. Our pneumatic stapler allows rapid and efficient work, the required

air pressure for our Robox BA 22-35 is 7 bar.

Top stapler “Robox AA 19-32”

The Robox AA 19-32 is a pneumatic top stapler for frequent stapling. This

professional tool is highly competitive and is most suitable for secure closing

of corrugated fiberboard boxes and cartons.

The Robox AA has an adjustable clinch control so that you have full control of

the depth penetration. According to your requirements, the clinch depths are

adjustable.

Staples:

Carton staple JK 561-15, JK 561-18

Carton staple A 5/8”, A 3/4”

Crown width: 32.0 mm - 0.9 x 1.9 mm

Capacity: 100 staples

Weight: 2500 g

Staples:

Carton staple JK 560-22

Carton staple B 7/8”

Crown width: 35.0 mm - 0.9 x 2.3 mm

Capacity: 100 staples

Weight: 2500 g

Manual top stapler “Robox BH 22-35”

The manual top stapler Robox BH 22-35 is suitable for closing tripple-wall

cartons where staples with a leg length of 22 mm are required. The BH 22-35

is suitable for occasional closing of thick boxes.

The body itself is made out of a special aluminium for high durability. This

heavy duty stapler is extremely robust and solid for most intensive work.

The Robox BH 22-35 comes with an adjustable clinch control.

Staples:

Carton staple JK 560-22

Carton staple B 7/8”

Crown width: 35.0 mm - 0.9 x 2.3 mm

Capacity: 100 staples

Weight: 2500 g
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Carton staples AR-1 - GR

Using a roll staple is an excellent way to speed production when using a box

staple. Roll staples are more expensive than C staple box staples but the cost

is more than justified by the increase in productivity.

Carton closing staples provide the most secure method of box closure

available and can be used to supplement glue or tape. Roll staples can be

used in a variety of pneumatic industrial staplers. Boatman Marking has a

wide variety of box staples.

Staples:

Carton staple JK 557-15, JK 557-18

Carton staple AR-1 5/8”, AR-1 3/4”

Carton staple GR-1 5/8”, GR-1 3/4”

Capacity: 1 roll = 1000 staples

Wire strength: 2.3 x 0.9 mm

Pneumatic Roll Carton Closing Stapler Robox AR-1

The Pneumatic Carton Closing stapler Robox AR-1 is a great solution for

packaging needs. It accepts interchange and genuine brand name staples.

Extremely durable and efficient, these carton closing staplers are designed to

last for years of production.

In contrast to other top staplers, the Robox AR-1 has a capacity of 1000

staples.

Staples:

Carton staple JK 557-15, JK 557-18

Carton staple AR-1 5/8”, AR-1 3/4”

Carton staple GR-1 5/8”, GR-1 3/4”

Capacity: 1000 staples

Weight: 2500 g
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